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Abstract— Our application social media management 

platform is purpose to built for enterprise deployment and 

make it together. It helps social media a core function for 

every one of our business lines, including Sales, Marketing, 

Customer Service, PR, Events, and Crisis Management. 

With countless numbers of conversations happening across 

social networks every minute, it's impossible to manually 

track every mention of your brand, competitor or industry 

term. It's even harder to understand the overall sentiment of 

those posts without reading each one. Our application 

Organize your Social Networks in one place by putting all 

the information that matters in one, simple interface. Have 

all the data you need to make meaningful connections, 

measure success and know exactly where to spend your 

time. With the help of Application find new customers with 

the advance search technology. Application pulls in posts 

and comments from different sites like FB, Twitter and 

Flickart so that we can respond from one place another. 

Each post is analyzed and messages requiring more 

fasterattention are focused. Application keeps you engaged. 

By surfacing meaningful messages, easier to contacts, new 

and repeater customers you will never miss an opportunity 

to address a concern or connect with a real fan. We can even 

measure success & optimize social outreach. We can 

manage and organize all our social media connectio ns in 

one place, complete with history, notes, and more. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social collaboration refers to the different processes that 

help the multiple viewer interaction and share information to 

achieve any common ambition. Such processes can find 

their natural environment on the global internet, where as to 

producesocial disseminate of information are made more 

easier by the current innovations. Social collaboration is 

mostly related to social networking, with the distinction that 

social collaboration is more group centric than singlecentric. 

Social networking services generally focus on individually 

sharing different messages in more or less,the undirected 

way and receiving different messages from different sources 

into a single personalized activity feed. Social collaboration 

services, on the other hand, focus on the identification of 

group works and collaboration spaces in which different 

messages are explicitly directed at the different groups and 

the group activity feed is seen the same way by everybody. 

Collaboration in business can be found both inter to 

and inter organization and ranges from the simplicity of a 

partnership and it shows crowd funding to the complexity of 

a multinational corporation. Collaboration between team 

members allow us for better communication within the 

organization and through the supply chains management 

system. It is a way of combining different ideas from more 

peoples to make a huesvariety of knowledge. Collaboration 

with a selected number of organizations as opposed to 

collaboration with a large number of different organizations 

has been shown to positive impact to organizations 

performance and innovation and more outcomes. The recent 

improvement in this technology has provided the world with 

high speed intranet, wireless connection, and web based 

collaboration tools like blogs and wikis, and has as such 

created a mass communications. People from different 

coverage of the world are easily able to communicate and 

share ideas through the internet. Even   part of the world can 

easily shares their own conferences, without any 

geographical barriers. A social networking site can be a 

better way to make connections with people with similar 

interests and their goals. They can be a way to connect with 

or related peoples that a student may not have had the same 

opportunity to before including other students, staff, faculty 

and even alumni. Thanks to all social networking sites, 

meeting someone in person has become a thing of their past. 

Mentioning has become the new handshake. Making friends 

and repeating old ones is easy. Thus, meeting people and 

staying connected with classmates and friends is a major 

benefit of social networking sites. Social networking 

sites offers the campus surveys, party, event listings and 

other information that communicates the systems of a 

campus culture. Therefore, the application can be a great 

way to understand and stay connected to our campus 

community with all. Some social networking sites offering 

advertising to the application subscribers. Whether a student 

organize a party for an upcoming event or pays the $5 for 

10,000 hits for an advertisements, Facebook is a great way 

to advertise as a student organization, web sides, Greek 

chapter, team, and different technologies etc. Most 

importantly, social networking sites offer students the 

opportunity to create a positive self image. The profiles 

gives you a chance to create the image of themselves that 

they want people to see by putting their best qualities out 

there. This shows that we care about our reputation and to a 

certain extent what people think about you whether it is your 

peers, University faculty and administrators, or future 

employers. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Here the manager can get different problem while 

displaying their business advertisement in different social 

media. When the manager  will go to see some feedback 

from the dash board he might get such kind of illegal 

feedback from the viewers. In the case of purchased 

software, the programming staff would modify the program 

code as necessary to meet the design specifications. While 

accountants would have frequent interaction with the 

programming staff to ensure that the programming meets the 

identified accounting requirements. In this application a 
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major problem can occurs with accountancies, because the 

manager should deals with different bank sectors. Other then 

different network problem can also occurred. 

Fig. 1: Example of Facebook Authentication of This 

Application 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Functionality of This Application 

This application is the way of coordinating different ideas 

from number of people to generate different variety 

knowledge. Collaboration with a selected few firms as 

opposed to other collaboration with a hues number of 

company have been shown to positive impact of the 

company performance and innovation has comes out. The 

recent improvement in this technology has been providing 

the world with high speed internet, wireless connection, and 

web based collaboration tools like blogs and has as such 

created a mass collaboration. People from all over the world 

are continuously able to communicate and share their 

different ideas and through to the internet, or even 

conferences, without any geographical barriers. Accept this 

thing we used different ideas from different book written by 

different authors. Other then that we have observed different 

social media like facebook, twitter, Google. 

B. Software Architecture of the Application 

With Stats feature we can monitor our social presence at a 

quick glance. Engagement indicates how much you are 

conversing with your audience. This metric is intended to 

encourage high levels of interaction with your audience in 

order to build rapport and loyalty. Social Media Scorecard 

will compare your current social activity to your activity last 

week. Discover potential customers on Twitter by searching 

for specific keywords in people’s bios and profile data. This 

can also be a good place to find peers and industry thought 

leaders. Remind yourself about important things about your 

customers or conversations you may have with them by 

adding a note to their file. With this application the manager 

will get different kind of feedback from different social 

media in their dash board. The dash board works like a 

graph   in this application, manager can observe the different 

feedback from the audience with the help this application. 

 
Fig. 2: Example of Sequencing Different Data in This 

Application 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Our application is very helpful for the organizations to brand 

and optimize business. Application helps in facilities open 

communication, leading to carry ondifferent information 

discovered and delivery. Itallows employees to discuss their 

different ideas and they can post news, ask questions and 

share their different links and queries. The application 

provides an opportunity to makes better our business 

contacts. It targets more audience, making it a useful and 

more effective recruitment tool. It improves business 

reputation and customer base with minimum number of 

advertising. Theapplication expands market research, 

implements marketing and campaigns, delivers 

communications and directs interested people to their 

specific web sites. The core objective of our application are, 

automate the manual tasks leveraging the human resources 

for those areas of social media response where human 

interaction is most effective, Provides the information that 

can help organizations to plan the business 

strategies,reducing the risk of missing vital customer posts 

due to automated processing,capture the opportunities that 

arise in social media and turn them into positive response or 

revenue, identify new revenue-generating opportunities 

while measuring the impact of social media on your 

organization, Increasing sales through social media, 

promptly responding to customer issues. 
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